In , the British Museum acquired the summer half of a generously illustrated early fifteenth-century French breviary as part of the Harley collection (illus. -).
 Although written for the use of Rome, the better part of the manuscript, now Harley  in the British Library, was probably made in Paris in the second decade of the century. Th e coats of arms beneath the Ascension (f. v.) demonstrate that Harley  was once owned by John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy from  to ; his wife, Margaret of Bavaria; or both.
 In , Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild bequeathed the winter half of the breviary to the British Museum; today it is Additional manuscript  in the British Library (illus. ).  Th e break comes between two gatherings of eight: f.  is the last folio in gathering  (ff. -) of Additional  and f.  is the first folio in gathering  (ff. -) of Harley .
